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pdf the rules of snooker - wpbsa - 1 frame 12 nominated ball 2 game 13 free ball 3 ... (ii) a foul is
committed whilst the ball is on the table. (c) the striker is said to be in-hand when the cue-ball is in-hand as
above. section 2 - snooker 10. ball in play (a) the cue-ball is in play when it is not in-hand. (b) object balls are
in play from the start of the frame until pocketed or forced off the table. (c) colours become in ... world rules epa - cause the cue ball or any object ball to contact a cushion. (2) failure to play a legal shot is a standard
foul. (3) exceptions: (a) on the break, the conditions of a legal shot do not apply. billiard 4r stalemate
association blackball 7. loss of ... - (c) play the black ball ( when the black ball is a ball ‘on’ ) onto an
opponent’s object ball and pot both balls to win the frame. in combination shots after a foul, use a free shot to
make initial contact with 2. a legal break defined - olipl - it is also a foul if the cue ball is potted on the
break. the retrieved white must be played from baulk. if the black is potted the table is set up again and the
wpa blackball rules - home leisure direct - it is a foul for potting an opponent's ball, but is not loss of
frame. this may be regarded as a tactical option. the player on yellows pots a red in the expectation that,
-billiard association - ipa pool tour - (c) play the black ball ( when the black ball is a ball ‘on’ ) onto an
opponent’s object ball and pot both balls to win the frame. in combination shots after a foul, use a free shot to
make initial contact with 8 ball pool rules - freeola - up, this will constitute a foul and the players turn will
be automatically lost and their opponent shall then receive the advantage of two visits. on the first shot of the
first visit only, the oncoming player may without nominating, rules for pub pool - northumberland
federation of young ... - rules for pub pool 1. the game the game shall be known as “8 ball pool”, “pool” or
“pub pool” and referred to in these rules as "the game". hollywood bowl avonmeads monday doubles
league rules and ... - full set-up of ten pins on the first ball. it is designated by an ' x ' in the small square in
it is designated by an ' x ' in the small square in the upper left-hand corner of the frame in which the complete
set of ten pins is
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